Laguna Blu Rules
1. The swim must be kept clean, rubbish must be collected.
2. The gates open at 10am and close at 7pm
3. After arrival the car can be parked in the swim. All movements within the lake must
be done by foot or on the bike (except going to the shops etc.)
4. Bivvies must be green or in camouflage
5. The cars must be parked in such manner to guarantee the passing of other vehicles
6. The cutting of vegetation is forbidden
7. Toilets must be used, swimming is forbidden
8. 3 rods can be used by each angler, the use of extra rods must be discussed with the
bailiff
9. Allowed baits are: pellets, boilies, tigernuts. Forbidden are maize, hemp, partimix and
all types of groundbait(except for sticks and pva bags) as well as vitalin and high oil
pellets.
10. The fishing can only be carried out from your swim. If adjacent swims are free you
can fish their water, but the rods must be retrieved if these become occupied.
11. Lure fishing must be allowed by the bailiff
12. Carpsacks and the use of floating slings for keeping fish overnight are forbidden.
Unhooking mats must be suspended off the ground.
13. Please organize yourself in such way that the carp stays out of the water for not more
than 5 minutes. Keep scales, water bucket, carpcare kit and camera at hand.
14. Boats are not allowed; the use of remote controlled bait boats is allowed in the limits
of the swim. Please respect the other anglers!
15. Rule breaking can be fined with a 100€ fine and the ban from the lake.
16. Only barbless hooks are allowed (crushing the barb is also fine)
17. Schockleaders of any kind are not allowed
18. Catch and release is mandatory
19. No liability is taken for accidents, damages or thefts that might occur at the lake.

Important notice : These rules are not here to limit your fishing. They are here to protect the
fish and to guarantee who comes after you to enjoy his stay at the venues of Italien Carp
Lakes. Our partners on site will always be friendly and try to make your stay as comfortable
as possible.
Team Italien Carp Lakes – Oliver Hamp & Nicholas Holzer

